Extraorbital Giant Cell Angiofibroma of the Right Inguinal Region: A Case Report
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Abstract

Giant cell angiofibroma (GCA) is a benign mesenchymal tumor originally described in the orbital region. More and more extraorbital GCA is being reported. Herein, we describe an extraorbital GCA in the right inguinal region clinically and radiologically mimicking irreducible inguinal hernia.
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Introduction

Giant cell angiofibroma (GCA) is a rare mesenchymal neoplasm, most commonly arising in the soft tissues near the orbit. Recently, several cases of extraorbital GCA have been reported, including submandibular, parascapular region and posterior mediastinum [1-3]. GCA is a distinctive tumor that was originally described in 1995 by Dei Tos et al. [1,4] who reported seven cases of this unusual tumor involving the soft tissue of the orbit. Until 2014 twenty-six cases of extraorbital GCA were reported, out of which only three cases were of groin and inguinal region [5]. We have come across a case of an extraorbital GCA of right inguinal canal in a young patient of varicose vein of lower extremity.

Case Report

A 24-year-old male patient presented to surgical services for evaluation of varicose vein of left lower extremity of one year duration. He also complained of painless mass in right inguinal region, progressively increasing in size. Clinical examination of the patient was consistent with the diagnosis of irreducible right inguinal hernia. Ultrasound of scrotum and right inguinal region showed a homogenous mass of 8 x 4 cm extending till right scrotal neck, a picture likely of omental herniation. His general physical examination was unremarkable. His routine laboratories were also normal. On surgical exploration, soft tissue mass was found deep to external oblique muscle and anterior adherent to the spermatic cord. Further exploration of the inguinal canal did not reveal the presence of direct or indirect inguinal hernia.

Histopathology of the excised specimen showed tumorous proliferation of variable cellularity with apparent well circumscription at the edge composed of spindle shaped and round cells intermingled in a collaginous, myxoid and sclerotic stroma associated with prominent medium and large sized vessels showing occasional perivascular hyalinization. Scattered multinucleated giant cells and pseudovascular spaces lined by multinucleated giant cells were also identified (Figures 1-3). Immunohistochemical stains for CD31, CD34, CD99, CD68, BCL 2, smooth muscle actin, desmin, S100 and CK AE1/AE3 were performed with adequate controls. The tumor was diffusely and strongly positive for CD34, BCL 2 and variably positive for CD99. CD68 showed weak occasional positivity. CD31, SMA, desmin, S100 and CK AE1/AE3 were negative. The combination of morphological and immunophenotypic findings are in favor of GCA. On his recent follow up, after 4 years, he is in perfect health without any evidence of local recurrence.

Figure 1: Variable sizes blood vessels (blue arrows) in a sclerotic background (black arrow).
Discussion

Giant cell angiofibroma (GCA) was first described in 1995 by Dei Tos et al. [4,6] as a distinctive orbital tumor occurring in adult males. However, this tumor can occur in diverse extraorbital locations such as submandibular, parascapular, retroauricular, thigh, mediastinum, back scalp, retroperitoneum, vulva, hip, forearm, groin, parotid, neck, and oral cavity [7-10]. Interestingly the extra-orbital lesions predominantly affect women, corresponding to 66% of cases [6]. GCA is a benign mesenchymal slow growing lesion showing histological features intermediate between but distinct from solitary fibrous tumor and giant cell fibroblastoma [6]. GCA's are well circumscribed variably encapsulated small lesions. Extraorbital tumors tend to be larger than orbital tumors. Hemorrhagic and cystic changes may be observed on cut sections [10]. Treatment of GCA consists of simple tumorectomy. Although benign in nature, it has the potential for local recurrence especially after incomplete resection [4,8].

Diagnosis of GCA is usually made after resection and immunohistochemical analysis. Histopathological characteristics of GCA includes the presence of homogenous irregularly organized proliferating cells that are round or oval in shape, collagogenous and myxoid stromal region, richly vascularized tumor containing pseudovascular spaces in the presence of interstitial hemorrhage. The pseudovascular spaces are lined by multinucleated giant cells [5,7]. The immunohistochemical features of GCA includes positive staining for CD34, CD99, vimentin, variable BCL2 and negative staining for CD31, SMA, desmin, S100 and CK AE1/AE3. In the present case, positive staining for CD34 along with the presence of giant cells and pseudovascular spaces confirmed the diagnosis of GCA. Sonobe et al. [5] detected first abnormalities of chromosome 6 with a common pattern 6q13 together with other chromosomal abnormality in a typical case of GCA. Qian et al. [9] reported a case of GCA in the neck whose chromosome analysis showed karyotype with t(12;17) (q15;q23), del(18) (q21) in all 20 cells analysis. This being the second case of GCA with chromosomal aberration and first case of GCA with t(12;17) occurring as extraorbital mass. The cytogenic abnormality in GCA is different from the t(17;22) (q22;q13) found in related lesion, such as giant cell fibroblastoma and solitary fibrous tumor, none of which have a specific chromosomal abnormality [10]. Unfortunately, we were not in a position to do the cytogenetic testing in this case.

Conclusion

GCA is a benign mesenchymal tumor of the head and neck region. However, extraorbital cases have been reported in diverse locations. Preoperative diagnosis is rarely made and surgery remains the main treatment. Diagnosis is confirmed only by histopathology and immunohistochemical analysis of the resected tumor to identify multinucleated giant cells and pseudovascular spaces along with positivity of CD34, vimentin and BCL2 as in the case presented.
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